BROADWAY/LINCOLN

CORRIDOR STUDY

Preliminary Concept Evaluation

Goal 1: Improve Safety in the Corridor
Provides separation for people walking and bicycling
Provides separation between people walking and driving
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Chapter 1: Why Study Broadway/Lincoln Now?

Chapter 1.
Why Study Broadway/Lincoln Now?
Denver is changing. Between 2006 and 2014, an
average of 40 people have moved to the City every
day. This growth is causing impacts throughout the
City’s transportation system. Broadway and Lincoln
are changing as well. The City has been setting
policy direction to handle this change for over a
decade, taking a multimodal approach of moving
people, not just cars. In line with this philosophy, City
plans have identified the importance of, and made
recommendations for, the Broadway/Lincoln corridor.
Recommendations include addition of a protected,
two-way bikeway on Broadway, enhancement
of the existing transit lane, and cohesive parking
management strategies.

Golden Triangle Neighborhood Plan (2014)
The Golden Triangle Neighborhood Plan recommends
a two-way protected bikeway on the east side of
Broadway as well as enhanced transit on the West side
of the street.

South Broadway Parking Area
Management Plan (2015)
The South Broadway Parking Area Management Plan
responds to new growth and vitality along the South
Broadway commercial area by creating a consistent
parking management strategy that maximizes the
availability of on-street parking.

Vision & Goals

Denver is changing. Between 2006
and 2014, an average of 40 people
moved to Denver every day.

The City and County of Denver aspires to make
Broadway/Lincoln a safer, more vibrant place for all
travelers, residents, and visitors. This study started that
process by:

Blueprint Denver (2002)

• Understanding community interests and visions
for the corridor

Blueprint Denver calls for a balanced, multi-modal
transportation system, land use that accommodates
future growth, and open space throughout the City.

Strategic Transportation Plan (2008)
The Denver Strategic Transportation plan promotes
innovation to move people, not just vehicles, by
providing multimodal improvements. Broadway/
Lincoln was identified as an Investment Corridor and
identified for a complete multimodal reconstruction.

Denver Moves (2011)
Denver Moves identified the South Broadway Corridor
from downtown to Broadway Station as a “Needs
Further Study” project due to its unique character,
complete traffic operations, and ideal location as
a primary north/south route for current and future
bicycle needs.

• Developing options for a bikeway, transit lane,
and places for people
• Determining the feasibility of a demonstration
project
The work developed during this project was guided
by the following goals:

Goal 1:
Improve safety in the corridor
Goal 2:
Make a more livable corridor
Goal 3:
Improve mobility for all

Denver Moves: Enhanced Bikeways (2016)
Denver Moves: Enhanced Bikeways identified
Broadway for a bicycle facility with specification of
needing further study.
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This project reached
over 5,000 people
• 4,000 people went to the
project website:
www.DenverMovesBroadway.com

• 200+ people came to
community and business
meetings
• 200+ businesses provided
input during door to door
outreach
• 400+ residents received
flyers at home
• 600 comments collected
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Chapter 2.
Who Did We Talk To?
Phase 1 of the Broadway/Lincoln Corridor Study took
place from August 2015 to February 2016. Working
with community residents and business owners in the
Broadway and Lincoln corridors was a critical part of
this project. Throughout the process, there were several
opportunities for businesses, residents, and travelers to
engage the study process and provide feedback and
input. These included:

Pop-Up Protected Bike Lane
To kick off the Broadway/Lincoln Corridor Study, the
City partnered with Bike Denver to convert the far left
lane of Broadway as well as on-street parking into a
two-way bike lane for three days during a weekend
in late September 2015. The pop-up was intended to
allow people to experience what it would be like to
have a bike facility on Broadway.

Door-to-Door Outreach
In October 2015, project team members spent four
days going door to door interviewing 200 businesses
and individuals along the corridor and leaving
information with almost 400 residents. We shared
information about the project and learned about
people’s vision for the corridors. A summary video
about door-to-door outreach was created to capture
these ideas and posted the project on the website.

Business Owner Meeting
Business owners and managers in the Broadway and
Lincoln corridor were invited to attend a work session
the morning of November 10th, 2015 at the Hornet.
During this meeting, the project team provided
summary information about existing conditions on
Broadway and Lincoln, as well as proposed corridor
concepts. Most business owners supported the overall
project and concepts. However, questions and
concerns about loading zones, parking, intersections,
and transit access were raised and discussed as
something that needs to be considered in project
development. These comments will be addressed
during demonstration project design.

Above / Opposite: Community Outreach examples illustrating the
strategies employed in this Chapter.

Community Workshop #1
On November 10th, 2015 the project team hosted
Community Workshop #1 at South Broadway Christian
Church located on Ellsworth between Broadway
and Lincoln from 3:00-8:00PM with a presentation at
6:00PM. This meeting provided summary information
about existing conditions on Broadway and Lincoln
as well as mobility alternatives for each corridor and
placemaking elements. Approximately 100 members
of the community attended to provide comments
on the alternatives for Broadway and Lincoln. A
summary video about Community Workshop #1 was
made available on the project website. For people
who were not able to attend the workshop, material
was provided online for comment for several weeks.
Combined, community members responded with over
500 comments.
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Comments from the community showed strong
preference for Option 1 and Option 3. Comments
in support of Option 3 typically sited the preference
for physical separation from traffic as well as same
direction travel as the one-way traffic. Option 1
comments typically sited support for the bike facility
providing two-way travel and access to destinations.

How all respondents travel along Broadway and Lincoln

Community Workshop #2
On January 28, 2016 the project team hosted
Community Workshop #2 at South Broadway
Christian Church. The meeting was also a fivehour open house format from 3:00-8:00PM
with a presentation at 6:00PM. The workshop
had interactive stations that highlighted draft
recommendations for the Broadway/Lincoln
corridors. For people unable to attend the workshop,
information was provided online. Short videos and
PDFs provided information about the project and
recommendations with opportunity for comment.
Whether people attended the meeting in person or
online, they were given the opportunity to provide
feedback and comments. Responses provided
at the workshop were 96% positive, with 4% of
participants responding neutral. Online responses to
the final recommendations showed 65% supporting,
19% stating neutral or no preference, 12% disliking,
and 4% needing more information. Even when the
online responses were filtered for only people who
drive or own vehicles, response to the preferred
alternative was positive. 68% liked the preferred
alternative, 8% were neutral or did not have a
preference, 18% did not like the alternative, and 6%
felt like they needed additional information. The pie
charts to the right summarize community input.

Project Website
In addition to the “in-person” opportunities
to engage, the project website
www.DenverMovesBroadway.com was developed
and updated throughout the project. This website
provided background information about the project;
updates about existing conditions, alternatives,
and recommendations; opportunities for in-person
meetings; and online feedback. The project website
garnered over 4,000 unique visits and facilitated the
collection of hundreds of project comments.
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All respondents’ feelings about the proposed Broadway bike lane

Drivers and car owners’ feelings about the proposed Broadway bike lane

Workshop attendees’ feelings about the proposed Broadway bike lane
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Chapter 3.
What Do We Know About Broadway/Lincoln Today?
Broadway include sidewalks and planting zones
on both sides of the street, parking on both sides of
the street, four general purpose travel lanes, and a
fifth travel lane that is dedicated to transit use from
3-6PM. Existing conditions on Lincoln north of Speer
include sidewalks and planting zones on both sides
of the street, parking on both sides of the street, three
general purpose travel lanes, and a fourth travel lane
that is dedicated to transit use from 7-9AM. Existing
conditions on Lincoln south of Speer include sidewalks
and planting zones on both sides of the street, three
general purpose travel lanes, and parking lane on the
east side of the street that is dedicated to transit use
from 7-9AM.

Broadway/Lincoln is a major link between downtown
and I-25, carrying significant automobile and transit
traffic. However, Broadway/Lincoln is also a vibrant
mixed-use district with dense commercial and
residential land uses, making it a popular destination
for people on bikes, as well as on foot. These
characteristics make Broadway/Lincoln a place for
people and the corridor experiences heavy bicycle
and pedestrian activity through the day and evening
hours. This corridor study is the first step toward
balancing the multimodal needs of the corridor.
The cross sections below show the existing conditions
of Broadway and Lincoln. Existing conditions on
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The infographic to the left
summarizes the existing conditions in
the Broadway/Lincoln corridor based
on field data that was collected prior
to October 2015. Some key highlights
of the existing conditions evaluation
include:
Land Use on Broadway is made
up mostly of retail and restaurants
while Lincoln is mostly residential.
North of Speer Boulevard, both
Broadway and Lincoln are part of a
rather urban context, each of which
is comprised of mostly office and
commercial uses.
Sale Tax collected on Broadway in
2014 was approximately $5.5 million,
a 46% increase from 2010 to 2014.
$850,000 of sales tax was collected
on Lincoln, an increase of 73% from
2010 to 2014. Therefore, Lincoln grew
financially more than Broadway
despite attaining less overall revenue
due to a notably lower amount of
commercial uses.
Transit Stops are active throughout
both the Broadway and Lincoln
corridors.
Parking is well used in both corridors,
with demand building throughout
the day and peaking in the evening
when people are home from work
on Lincoln and destinations are
active on Broadway.
Bicycle Riding Location varies since
there is not a dedicated bikeway
in either corridor. Most people ride
bikes on the sidewalk or in the bus
lane.
Bicyclist Demographic in both
corridor is predominantly male –
only 17% of people riding bikes on
Broadway and 13% of people riding
bikes on Lincoln were female.

Chapter 3: What Do We Know About Broadway/Lincoln Today?

Vehicle Volumes of 33,000
vehicles per day and
27,500 vehicles per day
(VPD) were counted on
Broadway and Lincoln,
respectively. For comparison,
University Boulevard carries
approximately 32,000 VPD
while Colorado Boulevard
carries approximately 5070,000 VPD.
Lane Utilization on Lincoln
ranged from 538-1,050 vehicles
per lane during the morning
peak. Using data from the
City and County of Denver,
the project team was able
to determine the actual lane
utilization on Broadway and
Lincoln. Lincoln has high lane
utilization, particularly in the
center two lanes.

Lane utilization on Lincoln near 11th

On Broadway, utilization
ranged from 200-650
vehicles per lane during the
afternoon peak. Broadway
lane utilization is lower than
Lincoln because of the extra
travel lane. There is adequate
capacity to redistribute the
400 vehicles per hour using
the far right lane into the three
adjacent travel lanes.
Travel Times have increased
in both corridors since 2011
with 15% AM Peak/31% PM
Peak travel time increases
on Broadway and 46% AM
Peak/36% PM Peak travel
time increases in the Lincoln
corridor.

Lane utilization on Broadway near 16th

Denver Moves | Broadway/Lincoln Corridor Study
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Vehicle Speed, on average, exceeds the speed limit in both corridors with the most speeding taking place on
Lincoln south of Alameda. On Lincoln at Dakota, travel speed are much higher than the posted speed limit of
30MPH, with average speeds between 40 and 50 miles per hour. Only during the AM and PM peak hours do
speed come down to or below the posted speed limit. On Lincoln at 13th, travel speeds are consistently lower
than the posted speed limit of 30MPH. This is consistent with the high lane utilization at the same location. On
Broadway at Center, travel speeds are consistently higher than the posted speed limit. During the PM Peak hour,
average speeds fall closer to the posted speed limit when traffic levels increase in the corridor. On Broadway at
Cleveland, travel speeds are decrease during most of the day. During the PM Peak hour, average speeds dip
below the posted speed limit on 30MPH when many people are leaving downtown.
South End

North End

Collisions are high on both Broadway and Lincoln for people riding bicycles. The Bicycle Crash Analysis between
2008 and 2012 identified both Broadway and Lincoln as High Crash Corridors. Additionally, three of the high crash
intersections identified for the same period were Broadway & Colfax, Lincoln & Colfax, and Broadway & 12th.
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Overall, the existing conditions data collected and analysis effort
brought to light several key findings:
• Speeds on Broadway and Lincoln (south of Alameda) are higher
than the posted speed limit.
• Broadway has extra vehicle capacity. Lincoln (particularly north of
Speer) does not have extra vehicle capacity.
• Broadway and Lincoln are high collision corridors for bicycle crashes
when compared to the rest of the City.
• Many of the destinations for people traveling to this area are on
Broadway.
• People are riding bikes on the sidewalk creating potential conflict
with people walking on the sidewalk.

Existing conditions imagery throughout the corridor
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Chapter 4.
What Changes Were Considered?
The project team, City staff,
and stakeholders considered
both mobility and placemaking
elements during the day long staff
charrette on November 2, 2015.
Over 20 options were developed
for Broadway and Lincoln. The
options were screened using the
following preliminary criteria.
• Minimal number of travel
lanes repurposed
• Minimal intersection signal
control changes
• Reduces wrong way cycling
or “salmoning”
• Reduces sidewalk conflicts
between people walking and
riding bicycles
• Has protection for people
riding bicycles
• Provides additional refuge
for pedestrians crossing
• Minimizes the loss of
parking spaces
• Limit the impact on current
and future transit operations
Using the preliminary screening
criteria, charrette participants
were able to identify three
viable alternatives.

‘Salmoning’ was a
term used in the design
process to describe
bicyclists who ride
the wrong way on a
one-way bike path
due to the lack of a
path oriented in their
desired direction.
Imagery on this page depicts various working group sessions and design charrettes held with the Project Team, the City’s
Project Management Team and the Executive Steering Committee.
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ALTERNATIVE 1: MOBILITY
Two Way Cycle Track on Broadway
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Alternative 1 is the Golden Triangle Plan adopted alternative for Broadway that included a two-way, parking
protected cycle track on the east side of Broadway.

Key Elements
• Reconfigures the east side of the street to include a two-way parking protected cycle track
• Retains three through travel lanes between downtown and I-25
• Retains transit lane on the west side of Broadway – could become dedicated transit lane all day
• Retains parking on both sides of Broadway

Opportunities
• Provides dedicated space for people riding bikes on Broadway
• Prevents wrong-way cycling or “salmoning” by allowing bicyclist to ride both ways
• Provides access to destinations by bicycle
• Reconfigures only one auto travel lane in the corridor
• Parking protection minimizes loss of parking. Parking removal would only occur to create left turn
lanes and increase visibility (sight distance) at intersections.

Challenges
• Reconfigures one auto travel lane in the corridor
• Requires some education to increase awareness of new parking location and two-way travel of
people riding bicycles
• Requires additional signage and bicycle specific signals for people riding bikes north on Broadway
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ALTERNATIVE 2: ALT 1 + MULTI-USE PATH ON SOUTH LINCOLN
Two-Way Cycle Track on Broadway
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Multi-Use Path on South Lincoln
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Alternative 2 built on Alternative 1 by adding a multiuse path to one side of the south Lincoln corridor.

Key Elements
• Provide dedicated bicycling space on Lincoln with a wider path on one side of Lincoln south of 5th
• Retain peak hour transit/off-peak parking lane
• Retain three through travel lanes on both corridors

Opportunities
• Maintain all travel lanes currently on Lincoln
• Maintain all parking currently on Lincoln
• Provides dedicated place for bicycling on Lincoln south of 5th

Challenges
• Multiuse path on Lincoln stops at 5th so it only serves south end of the corridor
Denver Moves | Broadway/Lincoln Corridor Study
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ALTERNATIVE 3: ONE WAY CYCLE TRACKS ON BROADWAY/LINCOLN
One Way Cycle Track on Broadway
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One Way Cycle Track on Lincoln
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Alternative 3 proposed one-way cycles track on Broadway and Lincoln.

Key Elements
• Retains three through travel lanes on Broadway and two through travel lanes on Lincoln.
• Southbound one-way cycle track on Broadway, northbound one-way cycle track on Lincoln

Opportunities
• Repurposes one travel lane on Broadway and one travel lane on Lincoln
• People riding bicycles travel in the same direction as people driving cars
• Wide bicycle lane and buffer

Challenges
• Further analysis of capacity on Lincoln determined this option unfeasible
14
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EVALUATION SUMMARY
In alignment with the project goals, criteria were
developed to evaluate how well each alternative
performed.

The criteria were applied to each of the alternatives
as well as the existing condition. The graphic on the
following page shows the results of the evaluation.

GOAL 1:
IMPROVE SAFETY IN THE CORRIDOR

The results of the evaluation demonstrate that each
of the alternatives achieve the goals better than
the existing condition, with Alternatives 1 and 3
demonstrating the best results. However, Alternative
1 provides several benefits that Alternative 3 does not
provide, including the following:

Evaluation Metrics
• Provides separation for people walking
and bicycling
• Provides separation between people walking
and driving
• Improves visibility at intersections
• Predictable driving and cycling behavior
• Reduces pedestrian crossing distance

GOAL 2:
MAKE A MORE LIVABLE CORRIDOR
Evaluation Metrics

• Only requires repurposing 1 general purpose
vehicle travel lane. This equalizes the number
of vehicle lanes in both corridors.
• Offers desired protection suggested in over 250
online comments
• Minimizes the loss of parking spaces in
both corridors
• Allows casual riders to access neighborhood
businesses
• Could reduce wrong way cycling or “salmoning”

• Provides separation for people walking
and bicycling
• Support placemaking and neighborhood
character
• Minimizes parking and loading zone impacts
• Encourages driving speeds at posted limit
• Support economic vitality in the corridor

GOAL 3:
IMPROVES MOBILITY FOR ALL
Evaluation Metrics
• Provides separation for people walking
and bicycling
• Provides separation between people walking
and driving
• Improves visibility at intersections
• Predictable driving and cycling behavior
• Reduces pedestrian crossing distance

Denver Moves | Broadway/Lincoln Corridor Study
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Conclusions
• Alternative 1: Strong community support coupled with previous plan adoption and technical analysis led to
this being the preferred alternative
• Alternative 2: This alternative was not moved forward due to limited community support

• Alternative 3: This alternative was not moved forward due capacity concerns on Lincoln
Preliminary
Concept Evaluation

Preliminary Alternative Evaluation
No Change
(Existing)

Goal 1: Improve Safety in the Corridor
Provides separation for people walking and bicycling
Provides separation between people walking and driving
Improves visibility at intersections
Predictable driving and cycling behavior
Reduces pedestrian crossing distance

Goal 2: Make a More Livable Corridor
Provides separation for people walking and bicycling
Supports placemaking & neighborhood character
Minimizes parking and loading zone impacts
Encourages driving speeds at posted limit
Supports economic vitality in the corridor

Goal 3: Improve Mobility for All
Provides separation for people walking and bicycling
Maintains travel time for people driving
Predictable driving and cycling behavior
Minimizes parking and loading zone impacts
Feasible implementation/cost

Yes
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PLACEMAKING DESIGN ELEMENTS
Placemaking elements were Integral to the
development of the design alternatives that were
explored in the aforementioned public meetings
and charrettes and in the alternatives evaluation.
The need for these qualitative design components
were brought to light in the door-to-door business
owner engagement and in the community meetings.
Placemaking, as a design practice, is focused on the
character and quality of a particular space, shifting
the center of attention toward the pedestrian’s
experience and away from a strictly ‘functional lens’
of moving cars and people from point A to point B.
For both Broadway and Lincoln, a comprehensive
placemaking palette was explored, ranging from
enhanced intersections and crosswalks to vegetation
buffers and bioswales. These elements are discussed
in detail later in this document. The following
diagrams and precedent imagery illustrate some of
the placemaking palette that was initially explored in
the first staff working sessions as well as the objectives
discussed in potentially implementing these strategies.
This pallet includes:
• Enhanced hardscape areas
• Internal block connections with pedestrian
thoroughfares
• Pedestrian gathering and temporary use of public
space
• Vegetation buffers with bioswales
• Parklets for informal gathering
• Public art for pedestrian gathering
• Community gathering spaces
• Enhanced pedestrian crossings
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Colfax Ave to 8th Ave

heavy parking lot
street frontage

Broadway

Lincoln

Pedestrian Gathering

encourage businesses
to engage the
connecting streets

unique paving
to indicate
pedestrian-oriented
areas

Street Trees

Landscape Buffer

Internal block connections with pedestrian thoroughfares
connections should be
focused about
existing streets

strategic
bulb outs

Objectives
・encourage broadway/lincoln
connectivity
・create pedestrian
environments

mid-block cut-thrus are not
an option due to build out

lack of
street
trees

enhanced intersections,
crossings, and parklets

Objectives
・pavers to calm traffic and
communicate space
・large bulb outs to decrease
crossing distances
・landscaping to soften edge,
calm traffic and
create identity

Intersection Paving

Parklet

Pedestrian Gathering

Shortened Crossings

Traffic Calming

Vegetation buffers with bioswales
Pedestrian Gathering

Landscape Buffer

Parklet

Parklets for informal gathering

Pedestrian-oriented Paving
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Enhanced hardscape areas

Pedestrian gathering and temporary use of public space
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8th Ave to 3rd Ave
Pedestrian Gathering

cut thru opportunity

pocket where
residential character
returns

Cut Thru

Cut Thru

dead
building
edge

pedestrian
gathering

Extended Active Public Realm

Pedestrian gathering and temporary use of public space
transition
back to
turn lane

fourth lane
(to begin
left hand
turn)
Landscaping

capped speer tunnel

Pedestrian Gathering

Pedestrian Gathering

Objectives
reclaim drive
lane for
・extend/activate
expansion of
public realm
public realm
(responds to
existing restaurants)

potential
development
parcel

Objectives
・temporary
activation of
parking lot
street frontage

Public art for pedestrian gathering

Active Parking Lot Edge

Cut Thru

Setback

speer focus area

Internal block connections with pedestrian thoroughfares

Pedestrian Gathering

required or encouraged
setbacks. enhanced public
realm with improved private
realm and/or courtyard
allowance 2:1 ratio

Setback

Vegetation buffers and enhanced hardscape areas
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Alameda Ave to I-25

Shortened Crossing

Public Art

community
park

public art

enhanced
south gateway

Objectives
・traffic calming
・identity as residential
neighborhood

Sidewalk Food Truck

Bike Parking

Residential Identity

enhanced
landscaping

need to
communicate
entry to
neighborhood

Landscaping

Public art for pedestrian gathering

Active Parking Lot Edge

Landscaping Buffer
Landscaped

Objectives
・buffering/screening
parking
・building the market
・supporting existing
・providing long term
bike parking

activating parking lot edges
(food carts, dining plazas,
bike corrals)

no landscaped
buffer

Active Gathering Space

Parklet

landscaped
buffers

Major Crossing - Humanized

Landscaping

Enhanced Pedestrian Crossings

program perimeter of
existing plaza with
new development

communicate
major crossing
(yet humanize)

center medians (or
planted bulbouts) at
major intersections
to make thresholds

Long Term Bike Parking

Objectives
・increase mid-block
pedestrian activity
・utilize street fronting
parking lots

Objectives
・shortening crossings
・enhance and increase number
of active gathering spaces

Mid-Block Crossing

Pedestrian gathering and temporary use of public space
reconfigure
existing
parking

increase storefont area
(new buildings)

pedestrianoriented
alley

Pedestrian Oriented Alley

Objectives
・narrow curb to curb
・create opportunities
for businesses
・introduce more
landscaping

Pedestrian Gathering

neighborhood-izing
at intersections

parklets to narrow ROW

feels most open &
least active

Community gathering spaces
Objectives
・shortened crossings
・providing landscape
buffer
・traffic calming
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Enhanced street crossings
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3rd Ave to Alameda Ave

open to street

Curb Ramp

Broadway/Alameda Intersection
・currently in design, construction 2017
・no new capacity, just new curb ramps
and signal infrastructure
Pedestrian Gathering

Active Public
Realm

Bulb Out

Bus Bulb Out

bulb out on
one side
to allow for
proposed street
sections

Bulb Out

Parklet

Landscaping

mini bus bulb outs

Pedestrian Gathering

Intersection Paving

Pedestrian Gathering

Parklet

Enhanced Crossing

Bike Parking

Pedestrian gathering and temporary
Landscaping

use of public space
Public art as identity

Internal block connections
Public art for pedestrian gathering

Active Public Realm

Enhanced Crossing

Vegetation buffers
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Chapter 5.
What Changes are Recommended?
“I fully support a
protected bike lane
on Broadway.”
- Christopher M.

“Let’s make
Broadway/Lincoln
a great place for
people, not just
cars!”
- Jill L.

Detailed data analysis, community and business input, and discussion
with the project team led to consensus in selecting Alternative 1 as the
preferred alternative. This carries forward the vision adopted during the
Golden Triangle Neighborhood Plan, while providing additional direction
and recommendations for the corridor from downtown to I-25.
The preferred alternative provides dedicated space in the corridor for
people using each mode of travel. The following considerations are made
to create a safe corridor for people using all modes of travel:
People Walking – the preferred alternative recommends maintaining
current sidewalk widths with enhancements, such as unique paving,
thematic color, and reduced crosswalk distances at crossing locations,
as well as wayfinding features that provide destination information for
people walking.
People Bicycling – the preferred alternative recommends dedicating
space on Broadway for people riding their bicycles. The two-way parkingprotected bike lane will create a safe and comfortable environment for
people riding to destinations on Broadway and connecting between
downtown and destinations to the south.
People Using Transit – preferred alternative recommends maintaining the
current peak hour dedicated transit lanes in the corridor. These lanes can
be extended to all day transit lanes. North of 6th Avenue on Lincoln, it
is recommended that the peak hour bus lane be converted to all day
dedicated transit lanes due to congestion that extends beyond the AM
peak period.
People Driving – the preferred alternative recommends maintaining three
through southbound travel lanes on Broadway from downtown to I-25 and
three through travel lanes on Lincoln between Dakota and downtown.
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BROADWAY: COLFAX AVE TO VIRGINIA AVE

Existing Conditions Off-Peak Hours
Proposed Conditions Off-Peak Hours

8’

12’

11’

11’

11’

12’

8’

Parking

Travel

Travel

Travel

Travel

Travel

Parking

12’

8’

11’

11’

11’

12’

8’

Two Way
Cycle Track

Parking

Travel

Travel

Travel

Travel

Parking

Existing Conditions Peak Hours
Proposed Conditions Peak Hours

8’

12’

11’

11’

11’

12’

Parking

Travel

Travel

Travel

Travel

Bus +
Right Turn

12’
Two Way
Cycle Track

8’
Parking

8’

11’

11’

11’

12’

Parking

Travel

Travel

Travel

Bus (Peak) +
Right Turn

8’
Parking
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BROADWAY: COLFAX AVE TO VIRGINIA AVE
TRANSPORTATION

PLACEMAKING

Broadway has a consistent cross section between
downtown and I-25. The proposed two-way cycle
track and outward shift of the existing eastern parking
lane to create a physical buffer, provide dedicated
space for people using each mode of travel on
Broadway.

The recommended placemaking elements respond
to and support the commercial nature of Broadway.
Design strategies emphasize safety and range
from intersection enhancements and crosswalk
improvements to street furnishings and wayfinding
elements. As a means of bolstering the existing
commercial uses and providing for safe and equitable
use of the roadway, the following placemaking
elements were proposed.

Transportation Recommendations
People Walking: Sidewalks in the corridor will be
maintained and enhanced with placemaking
elements such as enhanced intersections and
enhanced crosswalks.
People Bicycling: A two-way parking protected bike
lane will be added to the east side of Broadway.
Parking will be provided as a buffer between the
bikeway and travel lane. Intersections will be signalized
to control left turning vehicles across the bike lane.
People Using Transit: The far west lane of Broadway will
continue to be a dedicated transit lane from 3-6PM.
Future study can evaluate a fully dedicated transit
lane and enhanced transit stops.
People Driving: Three travel lanes will retained
between downtown and I-25. Additionally, during
non-peak times, people driving will be able to use the
far west travel lane. Parking will also be maintained
throughout the corridor.

At 12th, facing North

South of 5th, facing South

Placemaking Recommendations
Enhanced Intersections: Enhance intersections and
provide visual cues for wayfinding.
Enhanced Crosswalks: Crossing distances will
be decreased and crossing zones will be clearly
delineated with in-ground art, stamped or colored
concrete and decorative banding.
Parklets: Parklets, a sidewalk extension that includes
any number of pedestrian-oriented amenities, will be
encouraged as extensions of the public realm to offer
both formal and informal gathering opportunities in
front of participating businesses. May be located on
cross streets.
Enhanced Transit Stops: Transit facilities are prominent
elements throughout the corridor and will be
enhanced to improve visibility, comfort and identity.
Public Art: Art can help unify and express the diverse
character along the corridor and will be incorporated
into wayfinding, seating and other furnishings.

South of 1st, facing North
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LINCOLN: COLFAX AVE TO 8TH AVE

Existing Conditions Off-Peak Hours
Proposed Conditions Off-Peak Hours

8’

10’

10’

10’

11’

8’

Parking

Travel

Travel

Travel

Travel

Parking

8’

10’

10’

10’

11’

8’

Parking / Parklets

Travel

Travel

Travel

Dedicated Bus

Parking / Parklets

Existing Conditions Peak Hours
Proposed Conditions Peak Hours

8’

10’

10’

10’

Parking

Travel

Travel

Travel

11’

8’

Bus + Right Turn Parking

8’

10’

10’

10’

11’

8’

Parking / Parklets

Travel

Travel

Travel

Dedicated Bus

Parking / Parklets
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LINCOLN: COLFAX AVE TO 8TH AVE
TRANSPORTATION

PLACEMAKING

Lincoln between downtown and 8th Avenue travels
through a more commercial context. It currently has
parking on both sides of the street as well as three
general purpose travel lanes with an additional travel
lane dedicated to transit from 7-9AM.

Through this segment, Lincoln has great opportunity for
placemaking. The dedicated parking along both the
western and eastern edges of the roadway allow for
both temporary and permanent design solutions to be
employed, such as parklets adjacent to business and
corner bulb-outs to reduce the crossing distance for
pedestrians. Given the urban context, enhancements
to both the intersections and the crosswalks will
respond accordingly, adopting an appropriate design
and material palette. Informal gathering opportunities
are greatest in this area.

Transportation Recommendations
People Walking: Sidewalks in the corridor will be
maintained and enhanced with placemaking
elements including intersection bulb-outs and
enhanced crosswalks.
People Bicycling: Bicycle parking can be incorporated
at destinations along Lincoln. People bicycling will use
east-west streets to connect to and from the two-way
parking protected bikeway on Broadway.

Placemaking Recommendations

People Using Transit: The eastern travel lane on Lincoln
will be changed from an AM peak period transit lane
to an all day transit lane. Enhanced transit stops are
recommended as well.

Bicycle Parking: Enhanced bicycle parking can
incorporate the large thematic elements of the
corridor in order to establish a stronger identity.

People Driving: Three travel lanes will retained. Parking
on both sides of the street will also remain in place.

Pedestrian Gathering Areas: The reuse and activation
of public space can support businesses and
encourage users to gather.

Intersection Bulb-Outs: Permanent right-of-way
solutions will be employed in order to reduce the
pedestrian crossing distance and better define
intersections.
Parklets: Temporary use of a parking space can
provide both additional seating opportunities, as well
as landscaping opportunities.
Enhance Intersections/Crosswalks: Enhance
intersections and provide visual cues for wayfinding.
Crossing distances will be decreased and crossing
zones will be clearly delineated with in-ground art,
stamped/colored concrete and decorative banding.

At 11th, facing North

North of 9th, facing North

South of 13th, facing South
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LINCOLN: 5TH AVE TO VIRGINIA AVE

Existing Conditions Off-Peak Hours

15’

11’

11’

11’

10’

Travel

Travel

Travel

Parking

Proposed Conditions Off-Peak Hours

5’

4’

7’

8’

11’

10’

10’

Parking

Travel

Travel

Travel

2’

10’

5’

4’

Parking

Existing Conditions Peak Hours
Proposed Conditions Peak Hours
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11’

Travel

Travel

Travel
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5’

4’

Bus +
Right Turn

7’

8’

11’

10’

10’

Parking

Travel

Travel

Travel

2’

10’
Bus + Right Turn

5’

4’
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LINCOLN: 5TH AVE TO VIRGINIA AVE
TRANSPORTATION

PLACEMAKING

Lincoln between 5th Avenue and Virginia Avenue is
largely dominated by residential uses. It currently has
parking on the east side of the street except from
7-9AM when the parking lane becomes a transit lane.
This section also has three general purpose travel
lanes.

There are a number of conditions throughout
this segment that require a unique approach to
placemaking. In order to address existing and future
parking concerns, ‘parking pockets’ could be inserted
into the existing planting strips where trees and other
landscaping are absent. There are also opportunities
for enhanced street furnishings and bio-swales/
landscaped areas. Furthermore, there are also a
few unique opportunities to create new connections
between Broadway and Lincoln by creating public
places or paths designed for walking. These are often
referred to as pedestrian alleys or paseos.

Transportation Recommendations
People Walking: Sidewalks in the corridor will be
maintained and enhanced with placemaking
elements such as enhanced crosswalks.
People Bicycling: People bicycling will use east-west
streets to connect to and from the two-way parking
protected bikeway on Broadway.
People Using Transit: The eastern travel lane on Lincoln
will be maintained from 7-9AM with parking during offpeak times. The transit lane will be restriped to 10 feet
with a 2 foot buffer to visually narrow the corridor and
encourage travel at the posted speed limit of 30 miles
per hour.
People Driving: Three general purpose travel lanes
will retained through this section. Lane widths will be
striped at 10 feet to encourage travel at the posted
speed limit of 30 miles per hour. Parking will continue
to be provided on the east side of the street during offpeak times. Additional parking could be provided on
the west side of the street as pocket parking.

Placemaking Recommendations
Enhanced Intersections: Enhance intersections and
provide visual cues for wayfinding. Potential pairing of
enhanced crossings on 1st Ave and Broadway/Lincoln.
The points of crossing can be visually and physically
celebrated in order to increase visibility and safety.
Vegetation Buffers: Vegetation buffers, both existing
and proposed, could evolve either to incorporate
environmentally responsible bio-swales or pockets of
parking as needed/desired.
Enhanced Transit Stops: Enhanced transit facilities will
promote safety, comfort, identity and shade.
Enhanced Hardscape Areas: Other adaptive strategies
could reincorporate vegetation into existing swaths of
hardscape.
New Development Potential: Underutilized parcels
or parking lots can be improved with appropriate
development types.

North of Cedar, facing North

North of Bayaud, facing South

South of 1st, facing South
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LINCOLN: SOUTH OF VIRGINIA AVE

Existing Conditions Off-Peak Hours
Proposed Conditions Off-Peak Hours
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LINCOLN: SOUTH OF VIRGINIA AVE
TRANSPORTATION

PLACEMAKING

The southern end of Lincoln has a residential
character. Vehicles enter the corridor from I-25 in this
section. Often, speeds exceed the posted 30 mile
per hour speed limit and can reach 55 miles per hour
or more. The public realm of the right-of-way is most
constrained in this southern segment with a two to
three foot sidewalk buffer.

In order to create a safe environment for all user
groups, it is important first address the excessive
speeds. Lane widths will be reduced to encourage
safe travel speeds. The additional ROW will be
repurposed as a striped buffer to delineate
the managed bus and parking lane. The key
management strategy involves using the western
most travel lane as on-street parking during off-peak
hours. This parking creates traffic calming benefits;
provides a larger buffer between moving vehicles
and pedestrians; and reduces the crossing distance
for pedestrians. The second major element involves
‘planting parties’ and ‘painting parties’.

Transportation Recommendations
People Walking: Sidewalks in the corridor will be
maintained and enhanced with placemaking
elements such as enhanced crosswalks. Parking can
be allowed on the west side of the street during nonpeak times to provide additional separation between
people walking and people driving.
People Bicycling: People bicycling will use east-west
streets to connect to and from the two-way parking
protected bikeway on Broadway.
People Using Transit: The eastern travel lane on Lincoln
will be maintained from 7-9AM with parking during offpeak times. The transit lane will be restriped to 10 feet
with a 3 foot buffer to visually narrow the corridor and
encourage travel at the posted speed limit of 30 miles
per hour.
People Driving: Three general purpose travel lanes will
retained through this section 7-9AM. Parking can be
provided on the west side of the street all other times
of day. Parking will continue to be provided on the
east side of the street during off-peak times.

South of Virginia, facing South

North of I-25, facing North

Placemaking Recommendations
Vegetation Buffers: Reverting the existing hardscape
buffer to vegetated strips can allow for community
engagement and soften the feel of the corridor.
Enhanced Intersections: Bicycle and pedestrian
intersection improvements located at priority eastwest connections can provide opportunities for the
community to create their own sense of identity while
providing wayfinding cues when paired with similar
graphic strategies on Broadway.
Enhanced Pedestrian Crossings: The points of crossing
can be visually and physically celebrated in order to
increase visibility and safety.
Public / Art Signage: Monument signage is one
method for both establishing a character for the
neighborhoods and creating a sense of entry and
arrival.

North of Exposition, facing South
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Chapter 6.
What Will Happen Next?
Overall
Project
Project
Schedule
Schedule
Future Phase:
Construction

Future Phase:
Final Design

Phase 2:

Design Demo Project

Phase 1:

Alternatives Analysis

20152015
AUG

2016
SEP

2017OCT

The next phase of the Broadway/Lincoln corridor study
is a field study of the recommended two-way protected
bikeway. The field study portion of the project is currently
in design and will be installed in late summer 2016. The
demonstration project will be evaluated to understand
the function of the two-way bikeway design and overall
corridor operations. The demonstration will also be paired
with additional community outreach and opportunities to
provide feedback on the changes.

2018 NOV

2019
DEC

2020
2015

Following the demonstration, the City and County of
Denver will determine recommendations for the final
corridor design and limits. Final design is expected to
take place during 2018-2019. Final construction of the
recommendations is planned for 2020, pending funding.
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